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Brand introduction
There’s a very easy way to enjoy happiness – wrapped in a delicious coating of our finest house Swiss
chocolate!
Since the founding of our factory in 1934, our passion has been to produce the finest chocolate wafers
in best Swiss Kägi quality. With the specialities that we produce exclusively in our home in Toggenburg
at the foot of the Churfirsten mountains, we make the world that “little bit(e)” happier.
Our chocolatiers and patissiers carefully coordinate with each other to create our unique balance of
genuine Swiss chocolate, crispy-baked light wafers and a mousse-like filling. In addition to our great
passion and meticulous attention to detail, we emphasise traditional recipes, consistent quality thinking
and responsibly sourced, premium raw materials. At Kägi, we blend tradition, savoir-faire and innovation for authentically Swiss chocolaty pleasure.
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An overview of Kägi Söhne AG
Location

Lichtensteig (Switzerland)

Founded

1934

Legal form

public limited company

Staff

140 employees

International sales share
Main international markets

47%
Germany, Austria, Middle East, Asia

Swiss origin

100% produced in Switzerland (Lichtensteig)
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History

1934

Foundation of the company
Otto Kägi sen. buys the Hecht property (bakery and cake
shop, restaurant) in Lichtensteig, thereby laying the foundations for the company as it is today.

1942

Production of wafers begins
By hand with so-called wafer irons production is increased
from 100 kg to 600 kg in the first two years.

1949/50 A plot of land is bought on Wilerstrasse
A larger production site is built to cope with the huge demand. The first delivery van replaces Kägi Senior‘s legendary bicycle.
1950

Three wafer baking machines are purchased
Thanks to automated production, wafer production is increased many times over. The number of employees rises to 12.

1952

Production of chocolate-coated wafers
After a long search for the perfect recipe and completion
of the necessary technical preparations (installation of a
chocolate coating machine), chocolate-coated wafers can
be produced for the first time.

1953

The first packing machine is purchased

1954/55 Construction of a new factory
As a result of the continuous increase in demand, a new
factory has to be built on the current site after only five
years.
1955

Installation of an ultramodern oven system

1956

Export of Toggenburger specialities
The first export consignment leaves Lichtensteig on 21
February 1956 destined for Los Angeles. A notable event,
since Kägi Söhne AG is among the pioneers in the export
of biscuit specialities.

1958

Initial production of the Toggi product
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History

1960

Production of chocolate
Kägi is particulary proud of the chocolate coating produced in its own factory. Conching (refinement) is performed
in longitudinal conches for at least 48 hours.

1960/95 Continuity leads to success
Thanks to their outstanding standard of quality and continuous working of the market, the specialities from Toggenburg have an excellent reputation around the world.
1995

Valora Holding AG becomes new owner
The brothers Otto, Alfred and Eugen Kägi sell their life‘s
work to Valora Holding AG in Bern. Organisationally it is
integrated into the Valora Trade division,which is today‘s
leading European distribution company for branded
products.

2001/02 Expansion of the factory
The existing production building is expanded and modernised. Efficient production processes and an increase in
production capacity are the basis for sustainable growth.
2005

Kägi Shop
Kägi opens a small shop at its site in Lichtensteig – the Kägi
Shop. The shop has a wide selection of attractive gift packages, the full range of Kägi-products, many special offers,
seconds and also Kägi souvenirs.

2008

Kägi celebrates its 50th anniversary
For half a century, the delicate crispy wafer bar coated in
finest milk chocolate has been one of Switzerland‘s most
popular snacks.

2009

Kägi Söhne AG celebrates its 75th anniversary

2010

Kägi Söhne AG back in Swiss hands
Kägi Söhne AG returns to Swiss owners on 4 February
2010. Burger & Söhne AG, active in the fast consumer
goods sector, takes over the Toggenburg wafer and biscuit
manufacturer.
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History

2010

Novelties with dark chocolate
Kägi launches Kägi dark – finest home-made dark
chocolate couverture covered in crispy chocolate
wafer leaves and the legendary Kägi fret filling.

2011

The expansion continues in the Asian market
Kägi products have also enjoyed widespread popularity in
Asia and the Middle East for many years. That‘s why Kägi
opened offices in Hongkong and Dubai.

2012

Kägi in a new outfit
The brand name is changed back from Toggi to Kägi. The
whole product range gets a new, modern and fresh look.

2013

Kägi music box
The world‘s largest trade fair for sweets and snacks in
Cologne, Germany, nominated the top three inovations.
Kägi wins 3rd place with the “Kägi Music box“.

2014

Kägi swiss quality
In January 2014 Kägi launched the “Kägi Swiss Quality“.
This represents a significant further step towards
sustainability.

2015

A design makeover for Kägi products
Kägi products have shone in their new splendour since the
beginning of the year. The lettering now looks more modern
and Kägi‘s place of origin is now visible on the packaging:
the Churfirsten mountains – the emblem of the Toggenburg.

2015

Structural alterations for the Kägi Häppiness Shop
In the spring of 2015, the shop at the Kägi factory in
Lichtensteig was enlarged, modernised and coverted into a
brand shop. The Kägi Häppines Shop was re-opened on
7 March.

SWISS QUALIT Y
MIT LIEBE
HERGESTELLT
IM SCHWEIZER
TOGGENBURG

HAUSEIGENE
SCHOKOLADENMANUFAKTUR

UNSERE ZUTATEN SIND
VERANTWORTUNGSVOLL AUSGESUCHT
MACHT GLÜCKLICH SEIT 1934
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History

2017

Kägi MÄX launch
With Kägi MÄX, the Toggenburg-based family business
launches the innovation of the twenty-first century: pure milk
chocolate on the outside, and a perfect mixture of crispy
light chocolate wafer and creamy milk chocolate with
roasted hazelnut pieces on the inside.

2018

New Kägi Shop opening in Landquart
A first for Kägi: the new Kägi Häppines Shop in Landquart
is the first brand shop Kägi has opened outside its
production site in Lichtensteig.

2019

New Family Pack
Kägi Söhne AG is the first Swiss manufacturer to develop a
recyclable inner carton with dividers.
It protects the Kägi mini from transport damage and heat.
The new Family Pack is also resealable.

2019

Choco Alpine Cookies
The combination of butter cookie and chocolate is made
with 17% chocolate content and 14% pure fresh butter. The
house-made liquid chocolate in the dough as well as fine
chocolate pieces make for a delicately buttery taste experience.

2019

Partnership with Circus Knie
In 2019, we launch a partnership with Circus Knie. A
lucky code is included on all Kägi products in this edition.
Through the competition and with a little luck, the circus tent
is soon packed with many Kägi fans.
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Organisation

Raymond Nef
CEO

Pascal Grin
COO

Yvonne Breier
Head of Marketing

Hanspeter Scherrer
Head of Production

Franziska Babst
Leiterin Quality & Innovation

René Süsstrunk
Purchase Manager

Christian Croci
Head of Sales DACH

Issam Suleiman
Regional Sales
Manager MENA
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Competences

Product competence
Manufacturing and marketing of high-quality wafer and biscuit specialities.
Quality competence
By using high-quality raw materials and dispensing with artificial colourings and preservatives, a
high level of quality is ensured at each stage of processing. Skilled employees produce the Toggenburg specialities with the greatest of care using traditional recipes and in conformity with the strict
requirements of the Norm FSSC (Food Safety System Certification 22000) guidelines.
Chocolate competence
Kägi Söhne AG has been producing the coatings for the chocolate-coated products itself since
1960 and refines these for at least 48 hours in the traditional longitudinal conches. Therefore, only
home-made chocolate of the highest quality is used for our products.
Manufacturing competence
Wherever possible, all product ingredients are manufactured on-site. This applies not only to the
milk chocolate but also to the wafer sheets, the fillings and the biscuit dough.
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Quality
Quality promise
As a small Swiss manufacturer, we are passionate about creating the finest wafer specialities for little
moments of happiness, all produced in idyllic Toggenburg in uncompromising Swiss Kägi quality.
Kägi quality is our promise and a basic prerequisite for supremely indulgent pleasure. The secret of
the exquisite Kägi taste experience is founded on the passion and respect of our experienced chocolatiers and pâtissiers, who have upheld the Kägi tradition ever since the manufacturing company was
founded in 1934, bringing it up-to-date with modern processes. At the heart of it all are our crispy
wafers, our mousse-like filling and our melt-in-the-mouth house Swiss chocolate.
We produce all components with painstaking care in our factory. But another key element of our
Swiss Kägi quality is our use of premium-quality ingredients, for which – as far as possible – we source raw materials grown regionally in Switzerland.
To ensure that our creations also meet high social and ecological standards, we procure our raw
materials responsibly and are guided by established sustainability standards. Because as Kägi Senior
himself recognised in 1934: “The quality of the ingredients, work steps and processes is the be-all
and end-all.”
Swiss origins
Our roots lie in our home region of Toggenburg, an unspoilt landscape nestled between the Säntis
Massif and the peaks of the seven Churfirsten. We feel a strong commitment both to this region with
its exceptional natural scenery and to our love of Switzerland, which is why we also produce all our
wafer specialities and 100% of our house chocolate here.
And yet Switzerland is not just the home we love, but is also home to exceptionally high-quality agricultural products. We use regional raw materials produced in Switzerland wherever possible, such
as flour, butter and milk powder. This has the added benefit of keeping transport distances as short as
possible.
But for us at Kägi, Swissness also means demanding the highest standards in our quality systems. We
perform extensive quality controls on all ingredients and throughout the entire production process, right
up to the finished wafer. Our quality assurance system is certified to the internationally recognised
FSSC (Food Safety System Certification 22000) standard and covers all relevant quality criteria and
requirements for hygiene and product safety.
Responsible procurement
To ensure that our wafers not only offer utmost indulgence, exquisite taste and supreme Kägi quality,
but also fulfil high social and ecological standards, we source our raw materials responsibly.
As a small manufacturer, we are guided by established sustainability standards that are verified by
internationally recognised organisations.
In association with like-minded organisations and companies, we also do what we can to exert an
influence on aspects outside our direct sphere of activity and contribute to a more sustainable future.
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Our raw materials

100% certified cocoa:
As a basis for our house chocolate, we use only sustainably grown cocoa certified by the Rainforest Alliance (UTZ). Buying Rainforest Alliance certified raw materials creates the basis around the world for more
sustainable cultivation and better future prospects for farmers, workers and their families.
Within the framework of the Rainforest Alliance Programme, small farmers learn farming methods that are
good for both the environment and the raw materials they cultivate – a crucial prerequisite for improving
working, income and living conditions. Higher crop yields that are of a better quality and generate a
more stable income make a significant contribution to a more sustainable use of the earth’s natural resources.

100% sustainable palm oil:
Palm oil is one of the most important natural vegetable oils and has been used around the world for centuries. It is taste-neutral, heat-stable and has a long shelf life, as well as being extremely economical to use.
There are also a number of concerns, however, that detract from its positive qualities. This was why, as far
back as 2012, we decided to use palm oil from sustainable sources only. Even though we are a small
manufacturer, we would like to make any contribution we can to curbing the illegal deforestation of rainforests and the negative impact this has on society, the environment and the climate.
The palm oil we use comes 100% from traceable, RSPO-certified sources and meets the standards of the
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO; check our progress at www.rspo.org). According to the RSPO
criteria, certified palm oil plantations may not clear tropical forests, must operate in accordance with national laws and must maintain fair and safe working conditions. Other requirements include the preservation
of biodiversity, minimal use of chemicals and respect for land rights.
In addition to this, our suppliers are audited by the NGO ‘The Forest Trust’ (TFT) for criteria not covered
by the RSPO standards, which are all about protecting rainforest, peat soils and ecologically particularly
valuable forest areas, as well as endangered animal and plant species.

Social, animal-friendly and GMO-free
We source the hazelnuts used for our chocolate wafers from Italy, owing to their high quality. Compared
to other producer countries, our Italian suppliers also guarantee compliance with established social standards.
We purchase eggs exclusively from suppliers who use animal-friendly barn systems. In addition, all our
wafer and cookie specialities are free from genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and are produced
without any artificial flavours, colours or preservatives.
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Products
Our factory has been filled with the delicious aroma of chocolate and
crisp-baked wafers since 1934. And with the addition of a creamy
mousse filling, our chocolatiers and patissiers continue to create uniquely
indulgent pleasures from Switzerland that delight the whole world to the
present day.

Kägi chocolate wafers
The world-famous Kägi mini specialities are made to a traditional recipe
with much love and great care. They are available in many different flavours as well as with our finest milk and dark chocolate, both also made
in-house.They are also available in many different flavours and pack
sizes

Alpine Cookies
The unique biscuit with the delicate butter taste, made with high-grade,
natural raw materials using a traditional recipe. The Alpine Cookies are
available in the classic version and as “Choco” cookies.

Kägi MÄX
The genuine Swiss chocolate bar is launched. It offers
an intensely chocolaty experience with four layers of crispy chocolate wafers. The chocolate runs through the whole bar and is mixed with perfectly roasted hazelnut pieces.

